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All day 12 November 2008

Seminar on the Payout Phase of Pensions, Annuities and Financial Markets
(see DAF/CMF/A(2008)3)

Morning session of 13 November 2008 (10-00-13.00)

Financial Round Table
Lessons from the financial market turmoil: Challenges ahead for the financial industry and policy makers
(DAF/CMF(2008)16)

Afternoon session on 13 November (15.00-18.00)

1 Election of the Chair and Bureau

2 Adoption of the Agenda

3 Summary Record of the 106th Session

4 Tour d’Horizon on financial market turmoil
   Further lessons regarding deposit insurance and related financial safety net aspects

Morning session on 14 November (9.00-12.00)

5 Reform of the financial regulatory landscape
   a) General guidance for effective and efficient financial regulation
b) Resolutions of weak institutions: lessons learned from previous crises

for reference:

Policy measures proposed or implemented to address the ongoing financial market turmoil

c) Selected avenues for major reforms

6 Financial indicators

-- WP1/CMF project on financial indicators

7 Financial education

-- Revised good practices on financial education in credit

8 Other CMF issues (the agenda has been amended to give priority to crisis related items; the following items will be considered only if time permits and will otherwise be postponed to the first meeting of 2009)

-- CMF Communication policy

-- CMF outreach strategy

-- Project on carbon trading

-- Update on work of the Working parties and the high level advisory board on financial management of catastrophic risks

-- Assessment of the 2005 Recommendation on financial education

Afternoon session of 14 November (14.00-16.00)

MEETING OF THE TASK FORCE ON ACCESSION (14.00-16.00) – Closed session

First assessment of Israel